MISSION
Fronterra’s mission is to bring new life into stagnant, low-trust communities by
nurturing a group of entrepreneurial talents that together develop opportunities in
ecotourism and sustainable agriculture.
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WHY WE DO THIS
Many rural parts in Europe, especially in Eastern Europe, suffer from ethnic
polarization, endemic corruption and economic marginalization. Educated youth
leave the countryside in search for better opportunities, diminishing the local
capacity for economic revival. Rural communities lose their cohesion and fall prey
to the centrifugal forces of ethnic and authoritarian nationalism. In this climate,
precious local natural and cultural resources are often neglected or sacrificed for
short-term financial gain.
It is of vital importance to stem these corroding forces and boost sustainable
economic activity in these rural areas, to the benefit of the entire local community,
while protecting the natural and cultural heritage.
OUR PROPOSITION
Fronterra rears a team of highly committed local talents that together develop a
develop a range of interrelated initiatives in ecotourism and sustainable agriculture.
These initiatives lead to stable income, community employment, local pride,
collective ownership and conservation of local traditions and biodiversity.
We focus on ecotourism because ecotourism is a long-term growth sector and
Eastern and Central Europe have huge untapped natural and cultural resources.
We focus on sustainable agriculture because it boosts local self-reliance, preserves
local varieties and enhances the ecotourism offering.

PROGRAM SET-UP
The Fronterra program consists of two phases. The first phase is the team-building
phase called Deep Dive. The second phase is the business development phase
called Springboard.
Deep Dive
The Deep Dive is a six-day intensive retreat in nature. Its purpose is to shake off
apathy and stereotypes, forge a deep bond and find common ground. The
outcome is a committed group of change makers with start-up ideas.
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The Deep Dive is an overwhelming, disruptive experience. People lack comfort and
camp out in rugged nature. They perform rigorous physical challenges and mental
exercises. They learn about the local traditions and the natural ecosystem. They
discover its potential for revitalizing their community. They work on the challenges
these ecosystems face and develop ideas how to protect and harness these
resources.
Once the group has selected a range of initiatives, the teams develop their ideas
into business propositions, using lean start-up methodology. Key requirements are:
•

Focus on building a start-up ecosystem instead of a single start-up. The
businesses should be mutually reinforcing, enhancing chances of success.

•

Ensure the local community has a stake in the start-up’s success, through
employment, local suppliers, shareholdership and spin-off business.

•

Act as a cooperative to increase impact and overcome barriers.

Springboard
The Springboard starts directly after the Deep Dive. The Springboard is a parttime, two-month preparation period for launching the start-up ecosystem. In line
with start-up thinking, the objective is to have infant businesses up and running as

soon as possible and improve along the way. The teams work together to create
maximum synergy in their daily operations and business model. The teams also
develop a brand for their start-up ecosystem for publicity, investment and
marketing purposes. The Springboard has a self-governing, self-selective character,
potentially resulting in the ousting of teams that do not meet the group’s high
expectations. The Springboard is supervised by coaches and serial entrepreneurs.
The Springboard concludes with a large communal dinner celebrating local
traditions and produce. Here the teams pitch their businesses, as kick-off of a
crowdsourcing campaign. An expert jury judges the proposals on two levels: the
individual business propositions and the overarching proposition (the start-up
ecosystem). The teams only receive a grant if all proposals are reviewed positively.
The collective stake ensures a strong drive to collaborate and spur each other on.
The grant will be used for registration, housing, equipment and marketing.
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TARGET GROUP
Fronterra focuses on youth in the age of 20-40 years. Their career and employment
perspectives are limited despite their education. They want to make a change and
carve out a positive future for themselves and their community. They have an
entrepreneurial or activist streak. While abovementioned characteristics are key in
selecting the participants, we also strive for a balance in background and expertise.
Each program edition enrolls around 30 people.
FRONTERRA’S AMBITION
In 2016 Fronterra organized two pilots in Lake Ohrid, Macedonia and Mostar,
Bosnia-Hercegovina, with support from the Porticus Foundation, the Corendon
Foundation, the Dura Charity Foundation and the OCSE Mission in Macedonia.
Those pilots have brought forth a new generation of local entrepreneurs, as well as
invaluable insights that we used to improve our proposition.

Both programs addressed pressing local challenges. Lake Ohrid, Europe’s largest
fresh water reservoir, is the scene of festering unrest between Albanians and
Macedonians and is threatened by runaway industrialization. Mostar, the capital of
Hercegovina, sees its cultural heritage threatened by neglect, overdevelopment
and simmering tensions between the different ethnic groups.
We now want to expand and apply our model across rural Eastern and Central
Europe, in rural communities where disaffected youth can be motivated to bridge
differences and join forces to carve out a new future. Among our focus projects:
•

Via Egnatia in Albania and Macedonia: Developing ecotourism trail along
the neglected ancient Roman highway

•

Una/Sava river basin in Croatia and Bosnia: Developing ecotourism along
the border river Una, the scene of ethnic cleansing during the Yugoslav war
and one of the last pristine river ecosystems in Europe

•

Cyprus Buffer Zone: Bi-communal development of sustainable agricultural
solutions in the face of accelerating climate change
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MEANS
Fronterra has benefited hugely from the goodwill and volunteering work of
community leaders, trainers, media professionals and its board. We have built a
strong core of professionals who are dedicated to Fronterra’s model. As we
expand we will broaden the team, professionalize our services and deepen our
long-term impact. We will also develop long-term partnerships with donors, microcredit providers and impact investment networks.
In the period 2017 – 2019 Fronterra expects to roll out 6 program editions.
MORE INFORMATION
Raul Lansink (founder): + 31 6 22915561/ raul@fronterra.eu
Pepijn van Dijk (board member): + 31 6 16364681/ pepijn@fronterra.eu
Please visit our website for more information on the specific programs, as well as
video and photo material: www.fronterra.eu

